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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents necessary and sufficient conditions for the eigenvalues of a 
given real n x n matrix to lie inside the unit circle in the complex plane, whenever 
the modulus of each matrix entry is only known to be zero; between zero and one; 
equal to one; or greater than one. Such a matrix is called m-stable (modulus-stable), 
and the qualitative stability referred to in the title is m-stability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Quirk and Ruppert [l] and later Jeffries et al. [2, 31 considered the 
problem of qualitative stability of real n X n matrices. They provided condi- 
tions under which a given matrix can be said to be stable when only the signs 
of the matrix entries are known. The problem has its origin in mathematical 
economics, where the stability of a linear dynamical system of the form 
dx/dt = Ax is studied on the basis of qualitative data on the entries of the 
matrix A (see the review paper [4]). 
This paper considers a discrete version of this problem, i.e. when the 
dynamical system is described by a finite-difference equation 1) = 
Ax(t& k = 0, 1, . . . . In the continuous-time case (sign stability) we can 
interpret the qualitative data concerning the matrix A as being determined 
by comparing the values of the entries of A with the zero element. Therefore, 
the entries are considered either zeros (hard zeros), greater than zero (posi- 
tive entries) or less than zero (negative entries). It is natural to proceed in a 
similar manner in the discrete case, i.e. to compare the absolute values of the 
entries with unity. Consequently, we can state the problem as follows: 
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Consider the system 
4t,+,) =Mh) k=O,l,..., (I) 
where A = (aij) is a real n X n matrix. Define the classes 
c,:= {zER:O<]z]<l}, c,:= {zEag:]z]>l}, 
c,:= {zER:(z]=l}, c,:= {zER:z=O}, 
and derive conditions under which the system (1) is asymptotically stable [or 
equivalently A = (a i j) has all its eigenvalues within the unit circle] provided 
that the only available information about each entry ai j is the class C, to 
which it belongs. 
COMMENT. Note that we have defined four classes in the discrete-time 
case, as opposed to only three in the continuous-time case [l-4]. This is 
discussed further in Comment 1 below. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce notation, definitions, and a few results from 
the theory of nonnegative matrices that we shall need. 
2.1. Notation and Definitions 
A = (a i j) is a real n X n matrix, and Ar = (a ji) is the transpose of A; I A I 
is the matrix obtained from A by replacing the entries with their correspond- 
ing absolute values, i.e. (A] = (la ij(); A >, 0 means that all entries of A are 
nonnegative; A > B means that A - B > 0; p(A) and A,(A) are the spectral 
radius of A and the ith eigenvalue of A (in some ordering) respectively. For 
a nonnegative matrix A > 0, p(A) is also referred to as the Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvalue of A [5-81. 
We say that a matrix A = (aij) is asymptotically stable if and only if 
IX,(A)1 < 1 for all i = 1,2,..., n, and in this case, equivalently, the system (1) 
is said to be asymptotically stable [9]. 
We say that matrices A = (aij) and B = ( bij), both real n x n matrices, 
are m-equivalent (modulus-equivalent) if and only if for every pair (i, j), aij 
and bij belong to the same class C,, k = 1,. . . ,4. This is also denoted by A (IJ3. 
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Given a real n X n matrix A = ( ai j), we say that A is m-stable if and 
only if all matrices belonging to the set m(A) := {B: Bjl A} are asymptoti- 
cally stable, and equivalently we say that the system (1) is m-asymptotically 
stable. Note that, strictly speaking, we should caIl A m-asymptotically stable, 
but, for reasons of linguistic convenience, we use the simpler locution 
m-stable. This should cause no confusion, since the only notion of stability 
that we use in this paper is that of asymptotic stability. 
COMMENT 1. It is now easy to see the need for the four classes C,. For 
example, if we define C := C, U C,, then the matrices 
and B:= 0 1 
I 1 a 0’ where ]a] < 1, 
become m-equivalent, but A is unstable and B is stable: in fact, it will 
transpire that B is m-stable, while A is not. The class C, of hard zeros is 
introduced to account for known “absences of interaction”: for instance, if 
we know that the evolution of state xi is not affected by that of state xi, then 
the element aii is a hard zero. For further dicussion of the significance of the 
class of “hard” or “true” ones (C,), see Willems [lo]. 
The definition of m-stability above makes obvious the following: 
FACT 1. A is m-stable if and only if IAl is m-stable. 
COMMENT. This fact is helpful, together with some well-known results 
on nonnegative matrices, in the proof of our main result. 
Considering the directed graph (digraph) associated with a matrix A = 
(a i j) (see [S]), the product 
ai,i,uizi3 ’ . * ai,_,i,ui i 9 r 1 (2) 
where ii, i,, . . . , i, are distinct indices, corresponds to a closed path, and is 
called a cycle of length T of A. The absolute value of the product (2) is called 
the gain of the cycle. 
A matrix is called irreducible if and only if its directed graph is strongly 
connected [S] . 
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2.2. Some Results on irreducible Nonnegative Matrices 
In view of the fact that asymptotic stability is determined by the strongly 
connected components of a given matrix, in the sequel we only consider 
n x n irreducible matrices. We shall need the following property: 
PROPERTY 1. An irreducible n x n matrix A has exactly one nonzero 
element per row and column if and only if it has only one cycle and this 
cycle has length n. 
We only need the following two elementary lemmas from the vast theory 
of nonnegative matrices (see [5-81): 
LEMMA 1 [5, p. 311. Zf A = (aij) is an irreducible nonnegative n X n 
matrix, then either 
5 aij=p(A) firall l<i<n 
j=l 
(a) 
LEMMA 2 [7, p. 311. Zf C is irreducible, then fir every eigenvalue hi(C) 
IxiCc) I g P(lcl)* 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF m-STABILITY: THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM. An irreducible n x n (n >; 2) real matrix A = (ai j) is m- 
stable if and only if 
(i) there is only one cycle in A, and it is of length 
(ii) Vi, j Jaijl < 1. 
(iii) the gain of the cycle is strictly less than unity. 
n. 
COMMENT 2. Equivalent restatements of (i) and (iii) are as follows: 
(i’) A has exactly one nonzero entry per row and per column (Prop 
erty 1). 
(iii’) there exists at least one entry which is strictly less than one in 
modulus [clearly (iii) implies (iii’) and, given (ii), (iii’) implies (iii)]. 
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We will prove (i’) and (iii’). 
Proof of Theorem. Necessity: By Fact 1 above, without loss of generality 
we can replace A by 1 Al. 
We first prove (i’) by contradiction, showing that, if it is assumed false, 
then it is possible to construct A m-equivalent to A with A unstable, thus 
contradicting the m-stability of A. The proof is in two stages. 
First, if all rows of A have two or more nonzero elements (i.e., elements 
that do not belong to class C,), then by suitably increasing the nonzero 
elements of the rows of A we can construct AIll A such that A has all row 
sums greater than or equal to 1. This means, by Lemma 1, that p(A) > 1, so 
that, as above, A is not m-stable. We conclude that there exists at least one 
row with exactly one nonzero element (there are no rows of all zero entries, 
because A is irreducible). In fact, the second stage is to show that this is true 
for all rows, and we make the following 
CLAIM. For all i, there exists exactly one j such that aij # 0. 
Proof of claim. By contradiction. Suppose that there exist rows Ri, 
i E I, with two or more nonzero elements. Let us denote the sum of elements 
in Ri by Si. We construct AllA as follows ( fii and Si are, respectively, the 
ith row and ith row sum of A): 
(a) Vi E I, if Si > 1, let gi := Ri, so that Si = Si > i. If Si < 1, it is clearly 
always possible to choose Eij > 0 in the same class C, or C, as the nonzero 
a i j, V’j such that Si > 1. 
(b) For i E I” there are three possibilities: the only nonzero element in 
row i is: 
Case 1. aii = 1, in which case set dij := ajj and Si= a”. = 1; or 
Case 2. aij -C 1, in which case set zij := 1 - E and Si = iIj = 1 - E, 0 < E < 1; 
or 
Case 3. aii > 1, in which case set Gij := aii and s’, = Gij > 1. 
Now, if for all i E I” only case 1 and/or case 3 occur, then by Lemma l(b), 
p(A) > 1, and there is nothing more to prove, since we have constructed 
AlI A and A is unstable, contradicting the m-stability of A. 
If, on the other hand, there is one or more occurrence of case 2 for i E I’, 
then, by Lemma l(b), p(A) > 1 - E. Hence, we can conclude that VE > 0, 3A 
such that 1 - E < p(A) < 1 + 6, where 1 + 6, defined as maximum of the row 
sums !$ in (a) and case 3 of (b) above, is clearly strictly greater than one, so 
that S > 0. In the limit, for E = 0, there exists A such that p(A) > 1. By 
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continuity of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue p(A), we conclude that there 
exists E > 0 small and a corresponding A” such that p(A) > 1 and A]] A. This 
completes the proof of the claim. 8 
Applying the claim also to A’, we have (i’) of the theorem. 
Now observe that (i’) proves that I = 0 (the empty set) and so (b) above 
implies (ii), because if only case 1 and/or case 2 occur, we are done. If there 
is one or more occurrence of case 3 as well, we can repeat the reasoning 
above and arrive at a contradiction. 
Finally, note that now (iii’) is immediate from Lemma 1, for if all the 
nonzero elements of the rows were equal to 1, then all row sums would be 
equal to 1 and the spectral radius of A would then be equal to 1, contradict- 
ing its m-stability. 
Sufficiency: Given (i), (ii), (iii), we wish to prove that any matrix C]]A 
must be asymptotically stable. We first prove that any nonnegative matrix 
B = ( bi j) m-equivalent to A must be asymptotically stable. From the defini- 
tions of the classes C, and Comment 2, B]]A clearly implies that (i), (ii), and 
(iii) hold for B as well, and this, in turn, implies that maxi G i ~ ,,(Cs= Ibi j) < 1. 
We conclude from Lemma l(b) that p(B) < 1, i.e., B is asymptotically stable. 
Now consider any C]] A. Clearly, JC] > 0 must also be m-equivalent to A, 
and so, by the foregoing, p(]C]) < 1. Since C]]A implies that C is irreducible 
as well, we use Lemma 2 to conclude that V’i, h,(C) < p(]C]) < 1: hence C is 
asymptotically stable. n 
COMMENT 3. C differs from ICI only in the sign of some elements, and 
so, by (i) and Laplace’s expansion, det[ ZZ - C] has the form .zn f (gain of C’s 
only cycle), where the sign is determined by the number of elements that 
differ in sign in C and (Cl. From this we conclude that the eigenvalues of C 
differ from those of the asymptotically stable matrix (Cl at most in position 
but not in magnitude, thus remaining within the unit circle. Hence C is 
asymptotically stable, and this is an alternative proof of sufficiency, which 
does not use Lemma 2. Notice also that the determinant can be used in a 
similar manner to prove the necessity of (ii). 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The discrete-time analogue of sign similarity, which we call m-equiv- 
alence, was arrived at by mimicking the continuous-time case. We were 
obliged to define one extra class (see Comment 1) in order to be able to 
define m-stability consistently. In light of our characterization of m-stability, 
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we see that, despite the close analogy between definitions of sign similarity 
and m-equivalence, the discrete case is much simpler: the notion of m-equiv- 
alence induces a strong restriction on the class of “qualitatively” or m-stable 
matrices-such matrices are permitted to have only one cycle of gain strictly 
less than unity, and this also implies that an n X n m-stable matrix must have 
n2 - n hard zeros. 
Note also that since we work with the matrix of moduli (I A I) throughout, 
everything in the proof goes through for complex matrices A. However, given 
the origins of the problem of qualitative stability-problems in physics, 
chemistry, ecology, and economics involving the flow of a quantity such as 
energy or money through a system [3]-this generalization does not seem of 
great interest. 
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